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local political situation.   As it was, differences of religious
dogma, and conflict between tribal interests and pursuits
were so acute as to prevent any unity of policy.    About
one-half of the Arab population consisted of settled culti-
vators and town dwellers; the remainder could be classed as
Nomads (who wander about Upper Mesopotamia, the Western
Desert, and Arabistan, the movements of the various tent-
dwelling tribes being governed by the incidence of pasturage
and water) and Semi-Nomads.    Turkish Administration in
Mesopotamia sought to govern the Arabs by fostering inter-
tribal jealousies and by playing-off one tribe against another,
and there was very little effort to enforce any law and order
other than those concerned with the collection of taxes.   The
Mesopotamian Arab generally is quick and intelligent, but he
is idle and uncreative, and is swayed by the impulse of the
moment rather  than  sustained  by  any  constant motive;
consequently he lacks power to co-operate with his fellows,
either politically or militarily, and is given to sudden and
violent intrigue.   By nature a skilled thief, treacherous and
clever, used to perpetual inter-tribal warfare and a life of
plunder, the Arab possessed capabilities of forming a dan-
gerous opponent in guerilla warfare.   As matters turned out,
it was found that Arab action against organised troops was
almost entirely confined to harassing rear guards, raiding
supply dumps, and stripping the wounded, and their general
policy was to throw in their lot with the victor of the moment.
Prom a military standpoint, therefore, the Arab was a grave
nuisance rather than a serious menace; but it was not until
he had been tested by months of warfare that this fact
emerged; before this, far too high an estimate was placed
upon his political and military capabilities.
The essentials of the policy of Great Britain in peace
towards Mesopotamia have been briefly outlined. How was
this policy to be sustained in war ?
Militarily, Mesopotamia came within the sphere of respon-
sibility of the Government of India—a sphere which included
the North West Frontier, in itself a military problem upon
which thought was focussed to the inevitable exclusion of
more remote and comparatively unlikely theatres of opera-
tions. The shortcomings of the system of Army organisation
in India that were displayed in the Great War have been
the subject of peculiarly bitter criticism. It must be ad-
mitted at once that, for some years prior to 1914, military
expenditure in India had been so far reduced as to reach

